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to a grinding halt. It also shed light on our basic needs, one of which is
            
           
      
This instance of global immobility, once completely unthinkable, underscored
          
                
                 !     
most basic rights.
"     #      #   
business is all about. As paths to recovery begin to emerge, we felt it was
  $            
include insights from people outside the company. Mobility is key to a broad
               
%  &          !  
              & $ 
is also highly valued by the SYSTRA Group, and means we can take strides
towards a sustainable and resilient future.
We hope you enjoy reading this report.

This instance of global immobility,
once completely unthinkable, underscored
the importance of mobility at every level.
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MOBILISED
MAN AGE ME N T I N CR I SI S
OR MAN AGE ME N T CR I SI S ?
BASED ON AN INTERVIEW WITH BARBARA Z. LARSON
Executive Professor of Management, USA
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H S 2 : WH EN T H E WO RLD
CO MES TO A S TA N D S TI LL,
WE S T I L L H AV E P EOP LE
This is o ne of the biggest pro jects ever undertaken
by SYS TRA any where in the wo r l d. Mo bil ising 700 emp loyees
and seven pro ductio n centres, High Speed 2 (HS2)
is shaping the future of British rail and underlining
the UK’s ability to meet the challenge of climate change.
Covid-19 could have had a big impact on a project of this size and scale if the organisation in place and the commitment of SYSTRA’s teams in seven countries – Brazil,
France, India, Korea, Poland, United Arab Emirates, and the United Kingdom – had not
allowed the company to maintain its exemplary production rate.
Resilience, solidarity, and team spirit were the main lessons learned from an extraordinary year by the people who ensure the success of this project every day.
The reasons for this success are effective networking, which made it possible for centres
to handle and iron out any problems between them; ramped-up technical support that
allowed us to move rapidly to a paperless organisation; and the important role played
by expatriate employees in streamlining work between entities.

“A shared experience
of extraordinary situations
has cemented trust between teams.
Suddenly, we were more than
a mass of coworkers scattered
between centres: we were the
sum of individuals working under
the same constraints.”

“Our resilient
and agile organisation
strengthened solidarity
between production
centres. Behind our screens,
we knew we were not alone
in our task but part
of a human collective.”

Ludwig Cu ef f

Prisca Flattot

PROJECT DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR INTERNATIONAL
PRODUCTION

MOBI L I S E D
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“THE CRISIS HAS ALSO PROVIDED
AN OPPORTUNITY TO EXPERIENCE
T R U S T A N D R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y .”

This is where a long-standing recipe
comes to the fore: autonomy. The link
     '
        ( 
management science. Numerous studies have
  (    % 
adapted degree of autonomy are sources of
appreciation; and therefore, of motivation
 %  (    
   &' !  
remote working during the pandemic has
supported this. Of course, other factors
come into play: elimination of commuting
        
  !   !
(provided that one can isolate oneself from
it if necessary) are all elements of indirect
      
The crisis has also provided an opportunity
 !         
  +        
/ 0     '
        
that have been known for decades. Trust and
        ! $ 
 1    $( 
2   !     
 !   
detailed and often more understandable
      

If the crisis has removed the unlocked
       '
     
$        
values back at the heart of concerns. What
%       
environment? The answer here is again a
$         
      !  
and bring to life common values.
   ( 3     
understand what makes a company unique
in its behaviour, ways of doing things, and
    3   2 
    !   !   
daily communications, in the managerial
stance, in formal or informal micro-interac  4   '   
        
       
those cultural points to ensure that they are
not just words that disappear into thin air.
Perhaps the most surprising lesson of
this crisis has been the development of
    % 
Confronted together with a common
   !    
    
becomes apparent, and managers become
aware of the importance of ensuring much
more than the performance of their teams:
    '  !  sion of their uniqueness. If this ordeal allows
us to put the human being back at the heart
of the company, then we will really emerge
  !    5•

SYSTRA employees in Hong Kong
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By Hari Somalraju
MANAGING DIRECTOR
SYSTRA INDIA

PER SPECTIVE

In an unprecedented co ntext, SYSTRA’s teams
we re able to draw on their co re values to find
solutions to complicated situations.
    
crisis posed for SYSTRA’s teams?
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MOBILITY
& URBAN
TRANSPORT

INDIVIDUALISING THE COLLECTIVE:
THE FUTURE OF PUBLIC TRANSPORT?

BASED ON AN INTERVIEW WITH MOHAMED MEZGHANI
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FO C US
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lockdowns, when cities closed their gates
and immobility became the rule, public
transport was initially hit by a drastic drop in
passenger numbers. In parallel, the authorities
ordered services to keep running to transport
essential workers. Public transport therefore
played an essential role in the response to the
pandemic. Operators have suffered a double
whammy of collapsing business revenues
and new costs imposed by disinfection, social
distancing, and other obligations.
With the end of the lockdown and the return
to communal living, public transport is now
viewed with distrust as a place where people
are in closer contact and therefore at a greater
perceived risk from contamination. At the same
time, personal mobility is reclaiming the public
       
cars, the return of walking, and greater control
over our ability to get from A to B.
Some amazing initiatives also emerged over
the same period. The crisis upped the pace
of innovation. Firstly, in terms of health, with
the development of disinfection robots, the
automation of train doors, even on conventional
lines, and the widespread use of gel dispensers.
Operational changes have also had an impact.
An issue as old as the subway itself, staggered
peak times have become an operational priority
and given rise to new solutions which vary
greatly from country to country, including free
travel before certain times, the booking of time
slots, and the availability of real-time passenger
crowding data. Lastly, the crisis has pushed
operators to be more agile by creating new
bus lines, for example, to serve hospitals and
        

WH AT AB O U T B I CYC L E S ?
The S PA RK Challen g e, which mar ked the launch
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What concrete response can we give to decision-makers to plan and scale their cycle
networks and integrate them into their transport solutions? At the intersection between
environmental and public health issues, cycling led the pack during the health crisis
and in many cities cycle paths were saturated as soon as the lockdowns were lifted,
accelerating a movement that had already been gaining momentum for several years.
The project put forward by the winning team consists of a planning and
decision-support platform which could expand SYSTRA’s consultancy offering once
the incubation phase is over. Building on an architecture capable of aggregating
data and indicators as diverse as infrastructure costs, the saturation rate of current
cycle paths, and estimated travel time on multimodal routes, the solution will
simplify planning and provide decision-makers with an effective tool to imagine
the sustainable city of the future.

Guillau me Paix

CONT IN U E D PAG E 1 0

SENIOR
TRANSPORT
PLANNER,
AUSTRALIA

“Our solution is a game-changer: the health
and environmental crises have once again
brought to the forefront the need to fund
sustainable mobilities. Our user-centric and
data-centric platform can take full advantage
of our positioning as a signature team
      ”

MOBI L I T Y & U R BA N TR ANSP ORT
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“ U S E R S WA N T TO C H O OS E A N D CO N T RO L
T H E I R M O B I L I T Y I N A WAY T H AT R E F L E C T S
T H E I R N E E D S .”

But ultimately what has actually
6 0        
       + 6
During the lockdowns, when cars virtually
   3       
spoke for itself, and we became aware of
  !  
occupy in the urban environment. Since
digital technology has allowed us to change
           
we work, the crisis has also transformed
    7       
with others has also changed, and with it the
desire to choose if and when we are close
to people, which has become a criterion for
       
More broadly, changes in habits and uses
have led to a radical rethinking of the role
of public transport, and we now need to
think more in terms of “door-to-door” than
8  ' '  9<   

and control their mobility in a way that
     % 
include all shared modes of transport in how
we think about public transport and truly
consider mobility as a service.

Under these changing circumstances,
       
         
give all stakeholders food for thought when
it comes to developing new approaches to
mobility. Engineering professions will evolve,
        
response to client requests, they will need
      
The idea of resilience through design is going
         
new uses from the design stage, foresee
the unforeseeable, and create adaptable
infrastructures. Data management will play
a key role and make it possible to tailor and
   !     
system. Only then will public transport be
able to meet the challenges of the future,
      (  
        
=>=&4@   (  
new model: its global presence enables it to
       
the world and to imagine how they can be
       5•

Vert de Maisons tail tracks, Line 15 Sud, Grand Paris Express
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By Nico l as Massar t
H0K&KH0QH@7
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PER SPECTIVE

C r ises do not necessar il y give r ise
to revolutions. The current crisis has highlighted
signif icant changes al ready under way in the world
of mobility and seems to be reshaping the priorities
of decisio n- m aker s, user s, and engineer s.
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MOBILITY
& TERRITORIES

/  1 3  1   45 1  6
AS A TE R R I TOR I AL D R I VI N G FO RCE

BASED ON AN INTERVIEW WITH JEAN VIARD
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FROM INFORMAL NETWORK TO
INTEGRATED NETWORK FOR ALL
Some 775 independently operated minibus routes, without
set schedules or regulated fares, cover half the territory
o ccupied by the m etro po l is of Ko chi in In dia. SYSTRA
was cho sen by the French Devel o pm ent Agency (AFD)
to structure this informal network and connect it
to the new public subway system.
The territory occupied by Kochi is fragmented into a historic peninsula, an artificial island, and an economic centre on the mainland. Transportation is disjointed and
only serves some passengers, making the day-to-day journeys of Kochi’s 2.5 million
inhabitants more difficult.
The project team used the Group’s digital development studio, Qeto, to create a more
efficient network architecture and meet the city’s environmental goals. We modelled
demand and restructured the bus networks using our Quetzal and ItSim solutions.
Beneficiaries will be able to reuse these useful shared tools, built around open-source
maps, well beyond the end of the contract.

“As the public management
of transport grows in India,
it continues to operate alongside
entirely private small-scale paratransit
services. Our ambition is to find
ways of structuring these services
in order to ensure the population
is adequately served as part of
a realistic economic approach.”
Neill Birch
COMMERCIAL CONSULTANCY DIRECTOR,
SYSTRA UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND

“AFD has renewed its trust
in us to successfully complete
the restructuring of small-scale
transport services. Digital
technology has a valuable role
to play in addressing this issue
and means we can develop
an innovative and adapted
consultancy offer.”
Joan Serrano
"K[<&>"4KH&V4VHVQ=<7&@QH>
\7@Q"<=K=>=&4@4@QHK
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“THE CITY IS A TERRITORIAL HUB”

&  %$    % 
must answer in the years to come. And
mobility systems will depend on these
answers.
We are not all equal in the face of these
changes, and we do not all have the same
relationship with the city, the territory,
and the need for mobility. Knowing we can
choose where we reside, based on where
we want to live rather than where we work,
depends a lot on our socio-professional
       
   
deemed essential during lockdowns, the
$         #  
simple necessity. We need to ensure these
 %      
of work, mainly in the city, which means
devising local mobility systems that meet
  [  8   /9
remote workers, can think about mobility in
$  3    
     2   
we need to imagine may be connected to the
emergence of “third places” – new places of
      %

           
 %        
the workplace to home will be the mainstay,
        
modes of transport organised by the
company. Mobility could also be organised
around micro-solidarities and shared
   # !    
     &  
also already been a considerable change
in consumer habits with an increasing
emphasis on home delivery, which has put
pressure on mobility systems.
Multi-speed approaches to mobility with
  3        %
 %     
 !    8 !  9
          
  !  '% 
engineers have to grasp in order to design
a territorial mobility adapted to cultural
change. Mobility must become a service
based on individual needs and allow for a
variety of forms that will determine the
development of territories and the role of
   5•

Dubai subway
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By Marc- Ol ivier Mail l ef aud
CEO SYSTRA
BRAZIL

PER SPECTIVE

A slump in public transport revenues,
the heterogeneity of travel, changing uses...
The challenges facing operators
and engineers in the post-Covid era will require
agility and the integration of new professions.

What impact has the health
crisis had on transport systems
and territories?
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MOBILITY
& ENVIRONMENT

HAS THE SANI TARY
C R I S I S S E RVE D TH E
E NVI RONM E NTAL CAU SE ?

BASED ON AN INTERVIEW WITH MYLES McCARTHY
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CA RB O N RED U CT ION
Transport infrastructure projects are no longer limited
to solving problems such as servicing, improved access,
and regional planning. An integral part of action on
the enviro nm ent, they m ake a signif icant contribution
to achieving the carbon goals of cities and countries.
With this in mind, SYSTRA has devised an analysis tool
integrated into project design from the earliest stages.
Fully developed in-house, Carbontracker is both a tool to automate carbon
footprint calculations and for optimising avoided carbon emissions, incorporated into
BIM models. Building on our experience and the know-how of our technical teams,
it considers the entire project lifecycle, making it possible to analyse and impact the
carbon footprint of the construction and supply stages from design onwards. Each
component of these stages is associated with a unit of work and a method of calculating
the carbon footprint. The algorithm developed by our teams then retrieves all necessary
data from the BIM model to perform calculations according to predetermined
parameters. The app displays the avoided emissions relative to a baseline scenario.
An analysis and decision-making tool, Carbontracker is an effective work aid for our
engineers and helps our customers reflect on their choices. Carbon footprint is now one
of the most important criteria in the design of mobility projects. Currently implemented
on a handful of pilot projects, the solution is set to be expanded rapidly to integrate
the complete project lifecycle and offer the possibility of fine-tuning calculations to
consider local factors.

“Carbontracker is an example of how to
use BIM data to build a bridge between
business line engineers and ecodesigners
in order to design more efficient
infrastructure.”


$;

Ér ic Pr uvo st
BIM
&4@Q=V4^@&VQ
PLAN
MANAGER

MOBILITY & ENVIRONMENT
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“ECODESIGN IS AN
INCONTROVERTIBLE REALITY”

In this new environment in which we live
 % 3   
the positive impact of mobility solutions?
This consideration is firstly based on the
        3 4 
than thinking of infrastructure solely in terms
of mass transport, we will surely see the
emergence of intermodal systems connected
  +      
peaks but for a service spread throughout
the day and consuming less energy.
The objectives of reducing the carbon
footprint have not disappeared with
Covid-19. On the contrary, they will intensify
        
to the Paris Agreement come into force. The
demand for “greener” mobility will become
more and more pressing. This is truer than
ever as users themselves will be more careful
about their choices, since they have realised,
because of the pandemic, that their journeys
must be more reasoned and reasonable.

In the same way, ecodesign, which can be
found today in all sectors, takes on a special
meaning for the transport and mobility
industry. It is a profound transformation
that is taking place in the engineering
professions. Sustainable construction
materials, integration of environmental
objectives in the measurement of the
performance of a transport system, use of
        
and therefore of dimensioning... Ecodesign is
now unavoidable.
x         
terms of our private lives or economic value
chains, the health crisis has revealed their
fragility and interdependence. Those involved
(    
trying for decades to raise awareness of these
issues among the general public and leaders.
The global health crisis has helped raise
awareness of the risks to our systems and
         
at stake, thereby reinforcing our commitment
   5•

Harbour Bridge, Sydney
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Christelle Chichignoud
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
DIRECTOR

PER SPECTIVE

Pro bl em o r so l utio n? As f ar as the enviro nment
is concerned, mobility has a vital role to play
in our response to the climate challenge.
<##     "
pollution, how can mobility be a
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The Group
in 2020
Message from Pierre Verzat,
Chief Executive Officer

ENDING 2020
ON A POSITIVE NOTE

ACCELERATING CHANGE
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THROUGH THE CRISIS
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“The crisis has heightened
awareness of the role public
transport has to play and it
will clearly be a central pillar
of recovery policies.”

21
“Throughout a difficult year, SYSTRA demonstrated
its resilience and solidity, and delivered a strong
commercial performance and positive results
despite the health crisis. The strategic directions
chosen in 2019 and the transformations made have
proven their worth in recent years. The Supervisory
Board and shareholders will continue to support
the Executive Board in driving SYSTRA’s development
and profitable growth in the years to come.”
J EA N-Y VES LECLE RCQ
C H I E F FI N AN C IAL O FFIC E R, RAT P;
C HAI RMAN O F SYST RA’S SUP E RVISO RY BOARD

Messages from
the Supervisory
Board

“The Supervisory Board welcomes the growing
number of initiatives in the fields of innovation
and sustainable development. They naturally
have a role to play in the offer developed by SYSTRA,
which understands how to promote solutions to
clients that set us apart from the competition.”
XAVI E R O UI N
VIC E C HAI RMAN O F SYST RA’S SUP E RVISO RY BOARD;
I N DUST RIAL DI RECTO R O F SN C F VOYAGEURS

“Our teams have done remarkable work on ethics
and risk management. Good practices in these
areas are now rooted in SYSTRA’s DNA. The awarding
of ISO 37001 certification underlined the commitment
of the entire management team and built a positive
momentum that raised awareness and strengthened
the involvement of teams at every level, as shown
by the many initiatives taken by countries to
celebrate Ethics Day on November 5.”
PAS CA L P O I ROT
I N DE P E N DE N T M E M BE R O F SYST RA’S SUP E RVISO RY
BOARD; P RESI DE N T O F T H E AUDIT CO M M IT T E E

22
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Review
of 2020
Despite the health crisis, we remained mobilised
to support client projects and honour
our commitments.

ISO 37001 CERTIFICATION

FIGHT AGAINST CORRUPTION:
SYSTRA STRATEGY
/ < Q 1
On October 30, SYSTRA became
(      
  '  
  (   
=V{|}}~ (   
Eurocompliance, demonstrates the
      
by the Group. Ethics, integrity, and
vigilance are central to our mission
to be a trusted partner and SYSTRA
has once again shown that its anticorruption policy meets the highest
     
1
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SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION
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OPENING OF NORTHBOUND LINE 14

REGIONAL EXTENSION
Z 1
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transport network, the subway line now crosses
the ring road to serve many fast-growing
neighbourhoods and the new Tribunal de Paris
courthouse, with four new stations. Work is
     !   %
V    }
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GLOBAL LIGHT RAIL AWARDS

 [ Q

4

The Global Light Rail Awards, which honour the
   2   80 
Commended” award to SYSTRA in the “Best
Environmental and Sustainable Initiative”
 &     % 
  &{   [   
   2 &  
sustainable solution, designed in conjunction
with Netafim, is an underground drop-by-drop
           
 /     
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ROUTE 2020

A ROUTE TO THE FUTURE FOR DUBAI

5

Route 2020 adds seven new stations and 15 kilometres to the
world’s longest automatic subway line. Inaugurated on July 7 by
His Highness Sheikh Mohammed bin Rachid Al Maktoum, this
project is     # '& , which plans to
welcome visitors from across the globe for its World Exposition
in October 2021.
Built in record time, the extension meets the highest international
safety and environmental standards. Fitting seamlessly into the
cityscape and equipped with state-of-the-art technologies to
deliver a unique travel experience, it is designed to carry more
than 270,000 passengers daily between its residential and
commercial districts.
5

TERESINA BUS NETWORK

INNOVATION FOR URBAN
TRANSPORT 6
At the crossroads of collective intelligence and open innovation,
the city of Teresina in northeast Brazil has transformed
its transport network into a testing ground for new ideas,
benefiting two million residents. As part of the Euroclima+
project funded by the European Union and implemented by
the French Development Agency (AFD), SYSTRA is helping
improve Teresina’s transport system by giving priority to multistakeholder consultation through meetings with trade unions,
user questionnaires, and design thinking digital workshops.

AUTONOMOUS TRAIN

ANOTHER STEP TOWARDS THE AUTONOMOUS TRAIN
In September, teams from SYSTRA, SNCF, Alstom, and IRT
SystemX conducted a full-scale test phase on an obstacle
detection system for an autonomously operating train.
Equipped with two colour cameras, two thermal cameras and
two lidar sensors, the test train travelled on a secure track
with models of people, foam and resin animals, and a false rock
       
a prototype short-range (300 metres) obstacle detection system
for delivery in spring 2021.

6
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INAUGURATIONS ACROSS THE CONTINENTS

In Cairo, the opening of six new overhead stations and
7.5km of tracks on Line 3 provides users of the Egyptian
capital’s subway system with a reliable and fast service.
It marks 50 years of SYSTRA’s involvement in a project

   

Nagpur, a metropolis in western India, inaugurated
the first section of the East-West Corridor of its new
subway, the “greenest” in India, with 60% of its needs
supplied by renewables. The system will improve the
daily travel experience of 2.4 million inhabitants in one
of the world’s fastest-growing cities.

In Sydney, the NorthConnex Motorway tunnel, opened
in October, connecting the northern and western
motorway networks on the outskirts of Australia’s
business capital. The new infrastructure avoids some
    !"  
journey time. 7

8

BORDEAUX TRAMWAY

4 LINES AND 20 YEARS OF HISTORY
WITH THE BORDEAUX TRAMWAY 8
The inauguration of the last few kilometres of
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Contracts
won
In 2020, we continued to grow
our activities in established markets
and expand into new territories.

2

1

3

Urba n
UNITED STATES

DENMARK

INDIA

SAN FRANCISCO BART 1
SYSTRA is working on CBTC
H    'x &  H  
   x@ 4 
Transit (BART), the rail network serving
=   x@ &" 
=   " H    "="H
         
train control equipment as part of one
  !    
undertaken in North America.

 1  <5 Q 2
@2    
of COWI, Parsons and SYSTRA
was awarded an eight-year
framework contract chosen by
Danish operator DSB to provide
engineering and consultancy
       
Greater Copenhagen S-rail network.
The new transit system will be one
      
in its class.

\\6  <6 4Q 3
In Mumbai, SYSTRA was awarded
the contract to deploy a CBTC
system for three corridors of the
suburban network. This represents
 2      
inhabitants and serves more than
}%      % V  
also created the brand image for all
       %
which is set to be one of the busiest
in the world.
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Ra i lway Li nes
UNITED KINGDOM

ELECTRIFICATION
FOR NETWORK RAIL
   0=  
project, SYSTRA is a major player
     x  
railway network. We are working in
      
infrastructure manager Network Rail,
   (    
will enable carbon neutrality to be
 }}!  
work on the East Coast Main Line
and the Transpennine Route Upgrade
programme in the centre and east
of the country.

4

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
4

1
/ ]Q
The Design & Build teams
have won a second round
     
for the largest rail project
currently underway in the
Middle East. The line will
transport some 2 million
containers and 30 million
       
materials every year to
Abu Dhabi and Dubai.

FRANCE

THAILAND

 /[5|
} ~/ ]Q 5
At the end of 2020, SYSTRA
was awarded a single-contractor
framework agreement, in
   K 
for this major rail project
between Marseille and Nice.
The companies will start by
carrying out the environmental
engineering design and
      
a period of 13 months, for
     $ (

1 15<  / ] ]3
3 AIRPORTS PROJECT
Private concession-holder
K0=4   
SYSTRA with the concept
design and project
management assistance
      
220-kilometre line linking
       
on the Gulf of Thailand coast.

5

6

Underg rou n
nd
d st
struc
ruc tu res

Consu lta ncy

ITALY

FRANCE/ITALY

BRAZIL

GENOA MONORAIL
SYSTRA-SOTECNI will be the
lead company of a joint venture
responsible for the technical and
economic feasibility study and the
           
( '      
connect the future Erzelli railway
      
a university campus, a tech centre,
      

]45/ / ]  ]Q 6
SYSTRA was awarded a second project
management contract for the Lyon-Turin
tunnel, currently one of the largest
rail infrastructure projects in Europe.
&    
 %  ~}'%     
    '   
of this future cross-border tunnel.

STUDIES FOR THE NATIONAL BANK
FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL
DEVELOPMENT
=>=&4@      
contract in its history in Brazil. Conducted
   [VH  4 
the project relates to modelling studies
for public railway line concessions on
several major urban networks: Natal, Recife,
  [ x 0  ^ 
Porto Alegre.
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Ready
to accelerate

Jean-Charles Vollery, Chief Operating Officer
Monica de Virgiliis, Chief Strategy Officer

29

How would you sum up SYSTRA’s
 *=>
MdV: Our positioning is centred on our
clients and closely reflects their priorities.
Each transformation and its operational
implementation is designed to anticipate
   !   
We have a strong core business built around
        
  &     3   
        
able to spearhead proposals thanks to our
detailed market knowledge and the pooling
  !  

  %   %    
and can help and inspire each other. This
melting pot fosters the growth of global
    /     
projects and between teams.

M O N I CA D E V I RG I LI IS
CHIEF
S TRAT EGY OF F I CE R

JCV: I think the idea of autonomy is key. This
    
}~     /    
to implement a model that encourages local
initiative-taking and promotes managerial
development. In a crisis such as the one
!  }}    
!         
responses tailored to local circumstances.
Not all countries approached the health crisis
   V /  
been able to care for their teams and support
their clients in ways appropriate to them.
But the big difference between autonomy
and independence is that these autonomous
structures are connected and talk to and
       
!       H 
&   
 %  
     H  /  
to the aid of our American teams when they
were short of masks, and the management
of mental health issues in Brazil, which were
           
the United Kingdom .

“Far from being
a setback, the crisis
has accelerated the growth
of our model.”

MdV: Yes, I think the crisis, far from being a
setback, has accelerated the development
of our model and underlined the importance
      
in place is actually a sound operational
philosophy.

JCV: >  ^         
is entirely focused on moving forward in
response to the issues facing our clients.
Providing this response is the first duty
           
        
framework. But our uniqueness lies in our

'    
%  3    % 
2 ! 

1!   =   
the crisis?
MdV: =>=&4@         
    !      
        
countries, the key countries which account for
85% of our business, into truly autonomous

What are SYSTRA’s main goals
for the coming year?
MdV:& 
     !  
         
transition. Public transport, which plays a
fundamental role in these environmental
issues, makes us a big part of the answer.
        

J EA N-CHA R LES VO LLE RY
CHIEF
O P E RAT I N G O FFIC E R

“Our uniqueness lies in our
cross-functional approach
and our unity, which
makes all the difference
in a year like the one
we’ve just experienced.”
        3  
drawing on our capacity for innovation to
        
The health crisis has also brought to light
interface and intermodality issues, where
         
    =  
          
important to us.
JCV: 2020 underlined the relevance of
our choices and the appropriateness of
      %    
continue implementing this strategic plan,
move towards even greater autonomy and
accountability, and further develop cross         
         
     !   
Group deems it necessary and relevant.
MdV: The year ahead will be crucial for many
of our customers, especially since economic
       !    
          
to support them as the pace quickens.
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A global
player
CANADA
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We enjoy an operational presence
in 80 countries and all our teams are connected
and ready for action across the world.

NORDIC
COUNTRIES

$8
UNITED KINGDOM
AND IRELAND

POLAND

$ 

;@;

SAUDI ARABIA,
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES,
QATAR
FRANCE

8%$

2,055
EGYPT

ASIA

$

532

INDIA

@$$

AUSTRALIA,
NEW ZEALAND
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€726m

60+ years

50%
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Mobilised
to innovate
sustainably
Innovation is a state of mind – a combination of curiosity,
initiative, and the determination to seek solutions in unfamiliar
territory. As engineers, we combine inventiveness and technical
skills to develop mobility adapted to future needs by drawing
on the diversity of our business lines and incentivising our teams
to continuously drive their momentum.

M

obility is rapidly
transforming to keep
pace with environmental,
social, and territorial
change. Technological
developments enable and foster these
          
           
Performance, safety, sustainability, and
technology increase our capacity to
respond to these challenges and drive
progress.
Innovation at SYSTRA helps us
            
       
strive to transform our service
3          
        
technology, and new services are

    =>=&4@ 
turnover by 2030. By reconciling
i n n ovat i o n a n d s u s t a i n a b l e
development, we are helping drive
the environmental transition of
our territories and industry. Our
         
major challenges:
— strengthening social and
territorial cohesion
— improving the performance and
safety of transit systems
    
       %
climate change
— taking advantage of digital
    

SPARK: THE IDEAS ARE FLOWING
 --. T ''((
 W(   *?  
          
    *;*"< 
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!    -(-(   
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1
STRENGTHENING SOCIAL
AND TERRITORIAL COHESION
Emerging new mobility services must serve
    [        
      $  
Innovation can help achieve these goals
by changing the architecture of our transit
systems. More coherent and connected, it
              
from one mode to another. The idea of Mobility
as a Service (MaaS) brings together technology,
   (
  
consultancy role. The challenge is to determine
       
they can be integrated through technology.
          
policies, and shared autonomous vehicles,
          $   
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MOBI L I S E D TO I N N OVATE SUSTAI NABLY

2
IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE
AND SAFETY OF TRANSIT SYSTEMS
&         
a strain on transportation infrastructure,
which must do more and more within highly
constrained environments.
Many of our clients are faced with ever           !
 /         
&           (  
of their infrastructure and quality of
service. By innovating in these areas, we
can strike the right balance between supply
and demand, and between performance,
availability, and security. The issues
       
for maintenance, asset data management, and
       !      
data-driven technical architectures are
especially important for our clients.

L AUR E NT M EZ Z I N I
FRAN C E BUSI N ESS UN IT
SYST E MS DI RECTO R

“Because we’ve
got the big picture
of the asset lifecycle,
we help our clients
sustainably maintain
the performance level
of a line or network,
optimise costs, and control
short- and long-term risks.”
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THO MAS J U I N
C H I E F DIGITAL O FFIC E R

“We take a client-centric
approach to innovation
and digital transformation.
How can we serve them better
and support their digital
transformation? We created
Qeto, the Group’s development
and data science studio, to meet
client needs as closely as possible.
Qeto is a catalyser. It brings
together multiple digital skills
to accelerate the development
of new services in every area
of SYSTRA’s expertise.”
3
DESIGNING AND PROMOTING
SUSTAINABLE SOLUTIONS
TO TACKLE CLIMATE CHANGE
Decarbonised mobility is a key driver in the
(    
challenges. It has become a core component of
urban development and helps support regional
growth. It is also one of the leading demands
made by civil society and a central pillar of
public investment and recovery policies.
Innovation and technology are valuable
   
  
   
 !           
environmental issues into project scaling and
planning.
=    %  H  %   
used to calculate the carbon footprint of a
project at the design stage and help decisionmakers make responsible choices.

4
TAKING ADVANTAGE OF THE DIGITAL
TRANSFORMATION
Digitalisation is rapidly and profoundly
transforming every aspect of mobility. The
emergence of new technologies creates as
many uses as challenges for our customers.
x      !     !  
we help them implement new technologies
  (       x^ 
the heart of our engineering projects to
         $ 
but also to serve the needs of future operators
or maintenance staff by structuring asset
information at the design stage, ensuring
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At the
forefront of
sustainable
development
Our concept of responsibility goes hand-in-hand
with our primary ambition to be the signature team
for transport solutions.

T

        
    
our teams worldwide, is a
commitment to our clients
and employees, and the
           
over 60 years, SYSTRA has been providing
            
improve their performance sustainably
      x
  

the transport engineering sector is more
than ever at the forefront of change.
Mobility is a transformative force. It
is a vector of change, a reflection of
contemporary practices, and helps
us predict the future of travel. As an
engineering and consultancy group,
we have a role to play in designing
virtuous systems. The value of these
smart, intermodal, decarbonised, and
ecodesigned systems with a reduced
footprint will lie in their social utility.

That is why we are working to promote
        
transport systems to infrastructures
and urban and territorial mobility, as
early as the design stage of our projects,
we do everything possible to select and
       
possible environmental footprint. We see
it as our responsibility to implement this
      
impact of climate change in order to help
our clients make the best decisions.
As a responsible company and a trusted
third party we need to put ourselves
beyond reproach by guaranteeing
compliance with the most demanding
ethical standards. Lastly, it means giving
meaning to our employees by centring our
model on people.

S TÉ P HA N E B I RI E N
C H I E F HUMAN R E S OURC E S
O FFIC E R

“The Group’s employees
don’t join SYSTRA
by chance: they believe in
the important role people
play in our projects and our
positive contribution to
the environment. Thanks
to them, sustainability is
integral to our mobility
solutions.”
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1

40%
   
-('%    -(-(

PEOPLE: GIVING MEANING TO OUR ACTIONS
Our more than 7,500 employees work in a learning, multicultural
 &   %       
 &           
                  !
connected teams, and bold leadership. Our connected teams generate the
           2      
    &        3 
              
   (         
       $       7 
=>=&4@        (       
teams with dedicated support during the pandemic.



2
CLIMATE: COMMITTED TO SUSTAINABLE MOBILITY
&                
             
%        
   !            
     1       2   
 '                 
  '         %   V      
sustainable development issues into their consultancy missions. The
Group also works to reduce its own environmental footprint by constantly
$              
waste and energy management, and our internal processes, such as travel
and purchasing policies.

25%
     ?8 2 em i s s i on s
  -('/-(-(
at our main sites in France

3

90%
           
    7         
     [   -(-(

1.02
  7        
F   ' \X   -('/G

Learn more

ETHICS & SAFETY: ACTING RESPONSIBLY
x       1!     
                    
   =>=&4@               
       }}=>=&4@ (    
    =V{|}}~ (    '    
    &     %   
always been a priority for our company, which has made its employees key players in
                  
[             
crisis of 2020.

             =    4 
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The Executive
Committee
PIERRE VERZAT
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JEAN-CHARLES VOLLERY
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STÉPHANE BIRIEN
6789 6;<$= #8(;#8 (9978#

OLIVIER DEZORME
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FRÉDÉRIC LEGUAY
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NICOLAS MASSART
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DIDIER TRAUBE
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ARNAUD VALRANGES
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MONICA DE VIRGILIIS
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The Executive Committee of SYSTRA assists the Board
in its task of general management of the Group.
Its purpose is to develop the Group strategy
and steer its growth while ensuring client
satisfaction throughout the projects undertaken.

5

7

9

6

8

10
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The Supervisory
Board
Made up of business leaders, sector experts,
and members elected by the staff, the SYSTRA
Supervisory Board comes together at least four
times a year to review the Group strategy,
its performance, and commitments.
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Financial
results
SUMMARY
(as at 31 December 2020)
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SYSTRA
SHAREHOLDER
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FINANCIAL INDICATORS
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72-76 rue Henry Farman
75015 Paris – France
Tel.: +33 (0)1 40 16 61 00
www.systra.com
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